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 How it all had started, when,
where, why and who by

 This issue of 'Freelancer' is whole dedicated to a visit of an extraordinary
British actor in Poland and what I think about meeting him :)

Have you heared about Off Plus Camera 2014
and its guests? If not, you'll regret it soon...

  Ok, just to make you
jealous – I am one of just
over 800 people and
probably the only one from
Nysa who had the occasion
to meet in Cracow the
great, handsome and
talented British actor with
really amazing voice, who I
had written about two
months ago. If you are still
wondering, who (the hell)
she is writing about, then

shame on you, you should
know it. Of course about
Benedict Cumberbatch!

  Well, I agree, it wasn't so
easy to guess. In Poland
he's still starting becoming
famous and a lot of Polish
people haven't heard about
him yet. I'm trying to
change it, as you could see
in our newspaper, but some
still doesn't kow

that he exists.
I hope there will be fewer
and fewer of those after
reading this story. And
those who know him better,
mostly think he's a great
actor and were very VERY
excited when they heard
he'd come to Cracow to be
one of the guests of the Off
Plus Camera festival of
independent cinema.

     Let's start from the
beginning. I first saw him on
screen last holidays. As
most Polish people, I think,
his first role I watched was
in 'Sherlock'. He plays
Sherlock Holmes, this
famous detective from Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle's
books, but everything
happens in contemporary
London. The series,
produced by BBC in

2010, is really great and
British people fall in love with
it. Benedict Cumberbatch
starred also in 'Fifth Estate',
'August: Osage country',
'The Hobbit' or '12 years a
slave'. He was born on July
19th 1976 in London. Both
his parents are actors, but
when he was young he
didn’t think about choosing
the same career. He was
planning to be a lawyer! 
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     Before university he had been teaching English
in a Tibetan monastery as a volunteer.

Meeting was part of the
Off Plus Camera festival
of independent cinema.

  Finally he decided to
be an actor and
started to act – both
on screen and stage –
in 2001. He's won
plenty of awards, like
National Television
Award, Laurence
Olivier Award for Best
Actor or Critic’s
Choice Television
Award.

  To be honest, at the
very first time I saw
him I thought he
looked a bit like an
alien. But when he
started to act, I
thought he was
interesting, but not
really handsome. It
didn't take me long to
change my mind – just

to his first words. I
heard his low voice
with magnificent
British accent, and
then I realized he had
got amazing eyes, his
hair as Sherlock was
cute and... Yeah,
exactly like in the
scheme for every
woman, I think.

When I talked with my
friends, this system
seemed always the
same. And it ends in
the same way – you
just fall in love with his
hero and think he
must be a great actor.
And not just talented –
he was chosen the
sexiest

man worldwide by the
'Sun' readers.

  How did I meet
Benedict? Well, it
started with my friend,
Kate, living in Cracow.
We have known each
other for our whole
lives. When she offered
me to visit her during
the Matura exams, 
I agreed immediately.
But when she asked
me to stay there until
weekend, I hesitated.
Some of you may
think: 'silly her, she can
leave school and she's
hesitating?!',

but I had some things
to do. I preferred to go,
but the choice was
hard.
   Then she made me
stop hesitating just in
few words. One day I
got a text:
  'Benedict will be in
Cracow in a week
BENEDICT WILL BE
IN KRK IN A WEEK
ON THE OFF
CAMERA FILM
FESTIVAL
BENEDICT
CUMBERBATCH

IN CRACOW!!!"

     The situation turned
clear. 'Oh my God, I
have the chance to
meet him!' - it was all I
could think. So yes, I
decided to go. Finally!
      After a few days of
talking, watching films
and eating ice –
creams that day came.
May 10th 2014. Two
days before, he came
to Cracow and a few
minutes later on the
Internet there were a lot
of photos and
comments (mostly
about his flat cap). On
Saturday I had to get
up before 7 am to

queue. Fortunately,
someone proposed to
make a list and
numbers, not to stay in
one place for a few
hours and crowd. Who
came first, they were
the first on the list and
then first to enter. After
you got a number you
could go wherever you
wanted. The idea was
great and when I came
to the place half an
hour after the opening
of the list, I got number
160.

     For about 10 days
there were a lot of
projections and
meetings, with, among
others, Jerzy Stuhr,
Kim Cattral or Mike
Newell. Benedict was
both an actor and one
of the producers (one
of the owners of the
Sunny March
company) in a short
film called 'Little
Favour'. It's a twenty-
two-minute-long movie

about Wallace, a
former soldier, who's
trying to forget the war
and live a normal life.
But he's asked a little
favour by his friend...
      But I didn't know
anything about movie
when I entered the
room a few moments
before 11 o'clock. I was
just waiting to see a
film and then meet
Benedict - like
everyone else there.

I'm somewhere over there!

outside the cinema

(internet)

(internet)
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     The meeting took place in the Kijów. Cenrte
Cinema, in a room for over 800 viewers.

  Of course, the whole
talk was in English...

  Everyone wanted to
have best seats in and
I was lucky enough to
sit in the tenth tier - it
was about the center
of the room. We were
all talking
enthusiastically,
couldn't wait to watch
the film. Ten minutes
passed, then fifteen...

The crowd became a
little nervous, but we
thought maybe they'd
show a film just before
the meeting, told to
start at noon.
Suddenly, at about
11.20, the screen
turned white...
     Everyone hold their
breath... But after

a few seconds we
found out it was just a
report of the previous
days of the festival.
We were watching in
silence until on one
shot, in the museum,
a 'strange' man with
sunglasses and a flat
cap appeared... We all
(about 95% of the

crowd were women)
made an automatic
'ooohhh...', and then
started to laugh at
ourselves and our
reaction. The report
ended and we stopped
breathing again... but
nothing happened, so
after a while the talks
and laughs started
again.

     At the same time,
the stuff was constantly
gathering near the
entrance, but we didn't
care. Suddenly
somewhere behind us
there was a single loud
screech. Everyone
stood perfectly calm
and quiet for half a
second, turning their
heads to the entrance –
and then we all started
to clap our hands,
scream and cheer.
Adam Ackland
(producer),

Adam Selves (also),
Nick Moran (actor),
Elvis Mitchell
(moderator, film critic)
and, of course,
Benedict (there's no
need to explain)
entered the room. They
waved to us and went
to the first tier. The
movie started.
      You know what it is
with short films like –
it's harder to tell what
they're about than it is
with 'normal' films.

 All I can say is that
shots are amazing,
there is a lot of
emotions shown by
light and shadow and
some of shots are
small masterpieces.
Honestly, about 17
minutes of the movie
were good, but
predictible. But the last
few scenes made me
hold my breath and
think about the movie
for the next few days.
I'm still wondering what
the director wanted to
show, what he meant
by it. The dialogues
were a bit stiff, I think to

show the hidden
agenda in normal talks.
I can't tell the music
was beautiful, but it
made me think of with
Ben. You can't say he's
pretty or ordinarily
handsome, but he's so
interesting and
magnetic that you
somehow appreciate
him and think he's
great – just like this
music.
The guests were asked
to come on stage by
the moderator, Elvis
Mitchell. After last
claps the meeting
finally started.

...so I was really glad I
know it a little bit. At
first the questions were
asked by Elvis, the
moderator, brilliantly
asking the guests
about everything, so
we could understand
what they meant –
even if we had no idea
about short films. The
first speaker was
Benedict. He explained
a few things about his
role and the movie itself

-  the idea of the
director, Patrick
Monroe. Everyone
claimed they liked short
films for their freedom,
possibility of
experimenting and lack
of rules. As Nick Moran
said, he'd decided his
character would be a
Russian on the first
shooting day. When he
asked for opinion, what
he heard was
something like: 'Oh,
just do it!'

'Little Favour' scene

'Little Favour' scene

during teh meeting answering one of many questions...

(internet)

(internet)

(internet) (internet)
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  Of course, the whole talk was in English, so I was
really glad I know it a little bit. At first the
questions were asked by Elvis, the moderator.

He said acting is not just
the art,but also the craft.

    They had made the
whole movie in 11
days. They decided to
promote it in Cracow,
because Nick (starring
'a bad Russian villain')
had been there a year
before and he told the
rest that the city had a
potential and he liked
it. Benedict

agreed with his opinion
(after his 'Cracow is
amazing' there were A
LOT OF cheers) and
confessed they were
thinking about
shooting a next film in
Cracow. He told us
that they wanted us to
concentrate on after
their film.

When Wallace is
asked by his friend
(Colin Salmon) for a
little favour, which is
taking care of his little
daughter (Paris Winter
Monroe), we all know
it has to be something
more than just looking
after a kid. Everyone
agreed the

little actress was very
talented and natural.
They wanted to show
us a problem of kids
forced to violence and
the end of innocence.
They stressed the
value and importance
of silence in movies,
which builds the mood
in the same way as
music or pictures.

The atmosphere was
great, also during 3
audience questions-
there were no fangirls
screaming they loved
Benedict. It was official,
but cool. The guests
joked and laughed– ex.
when Nick was talking
how generous Benedict
was, Ben poured some
of his drink into Nick's
glass (calling it
'generosity in action').
Then proposed it to
everyone looking very
happy of making

people laugh instead of
liste- ning to Nick. Then
Nick said he had
played in Moscow and
learned to swear in
Russian, but there's a
law there saying that
actors' swearing will be
punished. So Nick had
made his hero a
Russian just to swear
in this language without
consequences.
Benedict's comment
for that was 'f**k that
s**t' – and everyone
agreed.

  Benedict told us about
his actor and
producer's life, how he
managed to link it all.
He was in every crew
meeting, often just after
filming, looking like
from a horror with all
his make–up and false
blood. He also talked
about acting as not just
the art, but also the
craft. After shooting
day you have your
private life, family and
friends and it's
separated. He said
doing overtime is
wrong- it's because
worrying so much

about profits, which is
incorrect. When you
come to work knowing
you're doing it for a
good reason, you got to
be treated with respect.
He also claimed work
should be enjoyable.
Asked what acting was
for him, he said it was
'here and now', focu-
sing just on present. At
the end of the meeting,
he was awarded by
Anna Trzebiatowska
(artist director of the
festival) with the 'Pod
Prąd' award, given to
artists of the inde-
pendent cinema.

   He defined giving it to
someone who had
played in so many
mainstream produ-
ctions as 'a bit
perverse', but was very
pleased. He was also
asked to make an
imprint of his hands for
Cracow Film Alley. The
meeting ended
definately too soon.
The bad thing was that
Benedict had to leave
immediately and didn't

have time for fans.
Never mind– it was a
great adventure!
Because of the lack of
the autographs, on my
wall I have a ticket.
Every time I see the
words 'Little Favour', I
remind his voice heard
live and think: 'I really
met him!' - but it still
seems unreal. Now I
can tell on my own
example: dreams
come true! Emilia K.

from the left: E. Mitchell, A. Selves, A. Ackland, N. Moran and B. Cumberbatch

making an imprint of his hands

with the 'Pod Prąd' award

www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQ15wRuiQVs

(internet)

(internet)

(internet)


